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Abstract

A multidimensional analysis of the CHERNOBYL accident
was carried out to identify the role of the design and
operating features of the RMBK-1000 and thereby identify
implications on other reactor concepts.

The results show that assumptions regarding the pre-
accident fuel burnup and flux distributions are major deter-
minants of the size and shape of the power pulse, especially
due to their influence on effective system void reactivity
and on the amount, if any, of positive scram reactivity.

Resume

Une analyse multidimensionnelle de I'accident de Tcher-
nobyl a ete realisee pour delimiter le role de la conception
et les caracteristiques de fonctionnement du RBMK et en
tirer les legons pour les autres types de reacteurs

Les resultats indiquent que les hypotheses touchant la
combustion massique prealable a I'accident. ainsi que les
repartitions du flux, sont les principaux facteurs qui deter-
minent la taille et la forme de ('impulsion de puissance,
principalement en raison de leur influence sur la reactivite
due au coefficient de vide du systeme et sur la quantite
eventuelle de reactivite positive en cas d'arret d'urgence

AECL-94P6
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THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT: MULTIDIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS TO
IDENTIFY THE ROLE OF DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL FEATURES OF THE RBMK-1000

1.0 ABSTRACT

A multidimensional analysis of the CHERNOBYL accident was carried
out to identify the role of the design and operational features of the
RBMK-1000 and thereby identify implications on other reactor concepts. The
results show that assumptions regarding the pre-accident fuel burnup and
flux distributions are major determinants of the size and shape of the power
pulse, especially due to their influence on effective system void reactivity
and on the amount, if any. of positive scram reactivity.

2.0 ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS

A major problem recognized during the early stages of this
analysis was the lack of sufficient information regarding the pre-accident
reactor configuration. We addressed this problem by establishing an
analysis scope which was broad enough to encompass a variety of conditions
that could have existed before the accident. The specifics of these
conditions became clear after the initial trials to simulate the accident
transient.

2.1 Fuel Burnup Distribution

According to the Soviet literature for this class of reactor the
fuel burnup along the channel was high towards the channel centre and
decreased towards the channel ends. From Dollezahl's report (I) the maximum
burnup is given as 22000 MWD/te(U) at about 5 m from the bottom of the core.
Such a burnup distribution results from burning the fuel in an axially
convex flux shape. The reactivity redistribution during fuel burnup tends
to flatten the flux shape. In order to maintain the convex flux shape some
use of control rods to shape the flux is required.

Therefore in one set of simulations we assumed a fuel burnup
distribution that results from irradiation of fuel in a convex flux shape
that was assumed to be maintained constant by continuous adjustment of the
manual control absorbers. As discussed below, this burnup distribution is
consistent with the pre-accident flux distribution given in the Soviet
literature^21.

2.2 Pre-Accident Flux Distribution

The report of the Soviet delegation to the Vienna meeting^ '
states that before the accident:

a) all control rods except two sets of four rods used in auto control,
were withdrawn from the core.
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b) the flux distribution was radially convex and axially double humped
with peaking in the top half of the core.

It is important to note that an axially double humped flux
distribution is obtained with the fuel burnup distribution that we assumed
and when the control rods used for flux shaping are withdrawn. This
consistency between the burnup and flux distribution and with the Soviet
literature lends support to the assumed burnup distribution.

2.3 Initial Position of Manual Control Rods

In addition to its effect on the axial flux shape, the initial
position of the manual control rods determines the amount of water at .he
bottom of the absorber rod channels. The two extreme situations in this
context were simulated:

a) 1 m of water was initially present in the core at the end of each
channel of the 187 rods that were activated on scram.

b) to obtain the effect of placing a limit on the rod positions to avoid
the presence of water, the transient was simulated without scram.

2. A Thermohydraulic Boundary Conditions

The lack of data for thermohydraulic modelling was addressed by
using the inlet header and steam drum as pressure and enthalpy boundary
conditions. A multichannel representation was used through the core.
However, the circuit conditions external to the header and drum were
accounted with transient variations of inlet header pressure and temperature
derived to produce a change of 10 to 25% in the core void of 7.7 to 7.0 m3/s
in the coolant flow over 36 s before scranr '. The steam drum pressure was
assumed constant during that time.

2.5 Pump Characteristics

The two main coolant pumps that ran down were modelled by reducing
the inleL header pressure to produce the modest reported flow decrease. The
other two main coolant pumps were assumed to be running normally.

3.0 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Some features of RBMK-1000 neutronics are well described in the
Soviet literature . In particular the stability of the radial and axial
neutron flux distributions in the presence of weak neutronic coupling and a
positive power coefficient has been addressed in several publications. Our
calculations with static codes indicated that during normal operation the
first azimuthal mode subcriticality could be as low as 7 mk. With the
pre-accident flux distribution, the first axial mode subcriticality was
estimated to be between 5 and 9 mk. Such values of modal subcriticality are
a characteristic of neutronically weakly coupled cores. The weak neutronic
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coupling is a result of systems with large amounts of movable reactivity. A
75 nk complement of movable absorbers in the RBMK-1000 implies that small
sections of the core can be brought close to critical by changing the
configuration of the control absorbers. The most relevant example is the
removal of control rods before the accident to compensate for void collapse,
moderator cooldown and xenon-135 buildup. Excess xenon-135 buildup towards
the axial centre, where the fuel burnup was high, contributed to the
neutronic decoupling of the top and bottom halves of the core.

The method chosen to simulate the neutronics of the- RBMK-1000
recognized this feature. It was specifically developed for the simulation
of weakly coupled reactors^ . The reactor model consisted of 84 zones (12
in the radial and 7 in the axial planes) and the neutronic coupling
coefficients (defined as the probability that a neutron born in a zone will
produce a fission neutron in another zone in the next generation) were
calculated with a 3-D finite difference diffusion theory model. Each
channel was discretely represented in this model. Lattice cross sections
were obtained as a product of burnup, coolant density and temperature, fuel
temperature, etc. with the WIMS code. Depending on the type of perturbation
either 20 or 30 energy groups were used. The variation of the 84 x 84
coupling coefficients during the transient included the non-linearities in
the reactivity feedback due to coolant void and fuel temperature. Six
delayed neutron groups were used in the kinetics equation. The total
delayed neutron fraction was 5.26 x 10"3 and the prompt neutron life time
was 4.79 x lO"* s.

3.2 Thermohydraulic Model

The thermohydraulic model consisted of 12 channels through the
core connected to boundary conditions of pressure and enthalpy at the inlet
headers and steam drums. Each channel represents a group of channels
located in a zone. The geometry of each channel piping was assumed the same
due to a lack of detailed information. However, the loss coefficient for
the flow control valve (located on the inlet piping) was taken to give an
assumed constant enthalpy rise for each channel under normal conditions.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Void Reactivity

The variation of the void coefficient with fuel burnup results in
the dependence of the void holdup (total system reactivity produced on
voiding) on the assumed burnup distribution, and the flux distribution
preceding the accident. This is illustrated in Table 4.1. In Case 1, the
double humped flux distribution increases the neutron importance of the low
burnup fuel and decreases the neutron importance of the high burnup fuol.
The overall effect is to reduce the effective system void reactivity
coefficient and holdup because voiding the low burnup lattice produces
significantly less reactivity than voiding the high burnup lattice.



In Case 3, this situation is reversed. The convex flux shape
raises the neutron importance of the high burnup fuel and reduces that of
the low burnup fuel. As a result, the effective system void reactivity
increases by a factor of 2.46. Regarding this case it should be noted
that:

a) The practicality of maintaining a convex flux shape in the presence of
a convex burnup distribution with additional negative reactivity being
provided by excess xenon-135 at the centre of the channel, could
require manual control rods for axial flux shaping. According to
Reference 2, these were absent.

b) In Reference 2, it is indicated that the pre-accident axial shape was
probably double humped.

In Case 2, since the burnup distribution is uniform, the effective
system void reactivity is similar to the lattice void reactivity at the
assumed burnup of 13 MWD/kg(U). However, it is still a factor of two higher
than Case 1, which according to References 1 and 2 represents perhaps more
closely the actual reactor configuration before the accident. It should be
noted that the pre-accident effective system void coefficients calculated
for Cases 2 and 3 bracket the value of .03 given in Reference 2.

The following should be noted about Case 2:

a) The void holdup relative to Case 1 is 1.52, which is considerably less
than the increase in void coefficient. This is because, in Case 1,
voiding produces a significant deviation from the double humped flux
shape. This is a result of more void reactivity being added towards
the centre of the channels than towards the ends. The decrease in
neutron leakage due to the change in flux shape increases the void
reactivity holdup. The relative increase between Cases 1 and 2 is
therefore less.

b) Since the burnup distribution is uniform, the axial flux distribution
does not influence the effective system void coefficient or void
holdup. Therefore a double humped flux distribution will produce a
similar void coefficient and void holdup as Case 2.

<i. 2 Control Rod Characteristics

The effect of the axial flux distribution on the reactivity
insertion characteristics of the control and emergency shutdown rods can be
appreciated by referring to Figure 1.

A.2.1 Double Humped Flux Distribution

The flux level towards both ends of the channel is relatively high
with the double humped flux distribution. This raises the neutron
importance of the water at the bottom end of tne control rod channel. It
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also raises the neutron importance at the top end. On scramming the reactor
any difference in neutron importance between the expelled water at the
bottom and the inserted absorber at the top will therefore depend on the
extent of a top to bottom tilt in the flux distribution. The higher i'hix in
the bottom half in Figure 2, is a result of the positions ot the automatic
control rods. These positions are indicated in Reference 2.

The flux distribution of Figure I is characteristic oE weak
neutronic coupling between the top and bottom halves of the core.
Consequently, the positive reactivity inserted into the bottom half by
removal of water, at the lower end of the channels is not effectively
countered by the negative reactivity inserted by the movement of the
absorber elements into the top halt of the core. This would initiate a
power pulse in the bottom half.

Simulation with static 3-D models of control rod movement
indicates that a total 5.7 mk of system reactivity would be inserted ii a
1 m long section of water were displaced from all the channels of the manual
control and emergency shutdown rods. It should be noted that static
simulations tend to overestimate positive reactivity insertion because the
flux shape retardation due to delayed neutron sources is not modelled.

4.2.2 Convex Flux Distribution

A convex axial flux distribution indicates stronger neutronic
coupling between the top and bottom halves of the core. Furthermore, the
reactor is less prone to top vs. bottom tilts and therefore less prone to
having differences in neutron importance between the water (bottom) and
absorber sections of the control rod. Simulations with static 3-D models ot
control rod movement indicate between 0 and 0.5 mk of initial positive
reactivity insertion.

A.2.3 Volume of Water in Control Rod Channel

In Reference 1, the desirability of cooling the control rod with a
film of water, and thereby improve neutron economy is suggested. However,
in spite of film cooling, the bottom and top of the channels arc indicated
to be completely filled.

4.3 Xenon-135 Redistribution

The redistribution of xenon-135 was precalculated with qu,-is intat ic
codes using the power transient given in Reference 2. Xenon-135 reactivity
was 5 mk higher at the channel centre than towards the channel ends.

4.4 Power Transients

In order to identify the role of various factors involved, several
power transients were simulated.
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A.A.I Axially Convex Burnup and Double Humped Flux Distributions (Case 1
of Table 4,1) with Reactor Scram

The reactor power pulse is shown in Figure 2. Peak power is 55
times full power. Energy insertion into the fuel is high enough to explain
the observed destruction of the reactor. Power levels are higher at the
bottom half of the core. This is consistent with high void formation
towards the channel inlet. Fuel temperatures are particularly high towards
the bottom of the central channels. This indicates a radially convex
transient power distribution.

A.A.2 Axially Convex Burnup and Double Humped Flux Distribution (Case 1
of Table 4.1) without Reactor Scram

The relatively low voiding rate in the absence of positive scram
reactivity, and the relatively low effective system void reactivity
coefficient results in a slower power rise (Figure 2). Negative fuel
temperature reactivity compensates for void reactivity and power levels off
at 2.5 full power, although this value depends on the precise modelling of
fuel dryout and the nonlinearity of the fuel temperature coefficient. This
indicates that a shutdown system with modest capability could terminate the
transient before significant energy is input into the core.

A.A.3 Axially Convex Burnup and Double Humped Flux Distributions with
Reactor Scram but with Artificial Suppression of Void Reactivity
Feedback

The reactor power peaks at 17 x full power. Energy input is
sufficient to produce extensive core damage.

A.4.4 Axially Convex Burnup and Flux Distributions (Case 3 of Table 4.1)
Without Reactor Scram

Energy pulse obtained is comparable to Case 1 with scram.
However, coolant voiding is initiated in the top half of the core, and
energy insertion is low in the bottom half compared to the top half.
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Table A.I
Variation of the Effective System Void Coefficient and
Effective System Void Holdup with Assumptions Regarding

the Pre-Accident Burnup and Flux Distributions

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

s.o

Axial Burnup
Distribution

Convex

Uniform
13 HWD/kgU

Convex

CONCLUSIONS

Pre-Accident
Axial Flux
Distribution

Double Humped

Convex

Convex

Effective System
Void Coefficient

(Relative to
Case 1)

1.00

2.07

2.46

Effective System
Void Holdup
(Relative to

Case 1)

1.00

1.52

1. Based on the results given in Section 4.1 it is clear th.it the system
void reactivity coefficient and void holdup are dependent on the
assumed pre-accident axial fuel burnup and neutron flux distributions.
Convex flux and fuel burnup distributions generally produce high system
void reactivity. Double humped flux and convex burnup distributions
produce significantly lower void reactivity. Uniform burnup
distributions produce relatively high void reactivity regardless of the
axial flux distribution.

2. If significant amounts of water were present at the bottom of the
control rod channels, positive scram reactivity seems possible with
double humped axial flux distributions, With convex flux
distributions, positive scram reactivity is probably negligible.

3. With the combination of axial burnup and flux distributions that is
'vupnrted by the Soviet literature^ ' , a destructive power pulse on
scram is obtained only when positive scram reactivity is inserted.
Without the latter, the power rise is slow enough for a modest shutdown
system to terminate the pulse and prevent severe core damage.
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